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Abstract: Data Curation on data streams is effective in operating and 
reducing costs of BIG DATA analytic. Basically, analytic preparation 
requires data curation of available heterogeneous data sets available in 
big data clusters and such analytic process becomes harder when it 
comes to the concept of conducting the curation process on Data-on-
Motion, in order to come at actionable insights and valuable analytic on 
a real-time basis including the Machine Learning further analytic and 
processing. In our paper, we identified and surveyed the different issues 
and challenges among different areas that are related to the big data. In 
addition to investigate, the most common techniques and methods 
followed through the implementations including Streams Curation, the 
Machine Learning Different Algorithms used in such implementations 
and the Feature Engineering different techniques that can be considered 
as curation pre-processing paradigm for data streams analytic. 
Furthermore, our paper shows the different application areas were data 
curation concept plays a critical role. Finally, we draw the map between 
the techniques and methods that are related to the data curation field to 
emphasize on its main critical role among Business, Retails, Culture,  
Arts, Health, Medicine, Social Media, Wireless Sensor Networks, 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Automated Feature 
Engineering (FE). On other hand, we identified the different issues and 
challenges among different areas including the IoT and Media Streams 
Curation to help the scholars in this region accordingly. 
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Introduction 

One of the main requirements related to the data 

analytic in big data platforms is the quality of the data 

ingested in the big data storage pool, as this quality in a 

moment has the tangible impact on the business 

operations, retails, health, medicine and many other areas 

that all are looking for having the best analytic quality for 

the data located at the Big Data platforms. With Data 

Curation, the addressing for the data quality issues 

through the different techniques and methods increase the 

data management process and enhance the way to make the 

data usable regardless the number of the data sources, types 

or behaviors when looking for the data quality     

(Cavanillas et al., 2016). From another point of view, data 

streams ingestion techniques and requirements are 

becoming every day more dynamic and easy to implement, 

but drawing any actions at the moment at which data is 

ingested is becoming a more challenging part of any big 

data platforms, as the data-driven decision-making systems 

are required to build the actionable intelligence for the data 

being on motion rather than processing it after landing on 

the big data storage (Yang et al., 2017; Padhy et al., 2015). 

Accordingly, the key points to consider when analyzing 

such sort of data is the quality, types and different sources 

of the data which will lead to distinguished benefits on the 

business operations and machine learning processes to be 

taken on a real-time basis. Also, the increase in the number 

of the data sources defines” a long tail of data variety”, 

which is a moment provides the adaptive models to be 

presented to the data consumers that considers covering the 

data management environments in order to be less 

frequently used and less structured and more 

decentralized, thus, improve the data curation on big data 

platforms on the basis of the cost and number of the 

curators for the best minimal time (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: The long tail of data curation and the scalability of data curation activities. Graph from (Cavanillas et al., 2016) 

 

The current study introduced in this paper, will focus 

on the data curation different aspects, including the main 

issues, the different techniques followed through the 

literature and the applications related to data streams and 

data-on-motion curation concepts and it aims to analyze 

and show the relationships between such aspects with the 

Machine Learning best functionality and results, in order 

to summarize the best practices that can be followed to 

develop automated Machine Learning pipelines with 

respect to the data curation different processes that affect 

the data journey in the big data platforms. Accordingly, 

this study identifies the data curation issues that prone the 

machine learning different processes through the IoT 

generated streams, the automated decision-making 

analytic, disaster automated responses, anomaly detection, 

media streaming and feature engineering different 

implementations. The rest of this study is organized as the 

following: Detailed data curation issues are summarized in 

section II, section III shows the different data curation 

techniques that can be followed, the applications and real-

world related examples are summarized in section IV, 

Section V list future directions and our own discussions 

and Section VI concludes this study. 

Issues 

IoT Generated Streams Curation 

Issues that can affect the processes automation to 

curate the data for the sake of implementing high-quality 

data-driven learning models on the data being ingested in 

big data platforms are various, for instance structured 

and unstructured physical IoT devices with the 

characteristics of high volume, fast data rate and 

unreliable value would require minimizing the data 

volume, enhancing the quality of the data and providing 

fast retrieval process for the data and the curation results 

from the meta-data and other related caching storage, are 

all data curating issues that needs consideration when it 

comes to build such a mechanism. Yang et al. (2017), 

states that enhancing the error detection on the IoT 

generated streams for the purpose of data cleaning is 

required and is a critical issue, while enhancing the error 

recovery, minimizing the data redundancy and preserving 

the constancy of the data and its quality for the IoT 

generated streams are critical issues to be addressed when 

considering data curation at the scale of big data in the 

cloud data centers. In addition to that, the authors also 

propose an on-cloud IoT curation framework for IoT 

generated data streams to solve the issues related alongside 

with their thoughts for the IoT generated data streams 

curation issues based on Map Reduce logic. Authors in 

(Yasumoto et al., 2016), provide a very rich survey for the 

key challenges of the data curation facing the existing 

technologies related to IoT generated data based on 

selective use case scenarios and they arrive at identifying 

six challenges related to the IoT generated data streams 

curation from different points of view and they also 

propose a curation framework named Information Flow of 

Things (IFoT-Curator) that considers the processing, 

analyzing and curating the IoT streams generated data on 

real-time bases using distributed processing among IoT 

devices for the identified issues Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: IFoT Challenges and approaches. Graph taken from reference (Yasumoto et al., 2016) 

 

Automating Decision Making Analytics 

Challenges that can be found in combining data, its 

meta-data and a description of the goal needed from the 

data can lead to the automation of data analytic and this 

would require using analytic ontology for assisting in 

data cleaning, suggestions, variable selection and the 

goal interpretation for the models to use and not only the 

meta-data learning, which will lead to draw precious 

explanation for the decision making process based on 

logical inferences and different machine learning 

techniques such as Random Forest Algorithm for fast 

learning on real-time data being ingested (Miller et al., 

2017; Fujisawa et al., 2016). Utilizing the predictive data 

analytic (Functional Regression, Second-Order 

Autoregressive time-series model, Functional Data 

Analysis and Principle Data Analysis) can assess the 

process of drawing theories from the data on motion or 

the data that rely on the time (e.g., predicting stock 

prices from income statement data) and this will 

enhance the process of analytic automation, especially 

in the case meta-data are including references to other 

pre-calculated knowledge based on the successful 

learning examples (Yasumoto et al., 2016), or using 

wiki technology to make the formation for the 

knowledge based on the historical data listed in the 

documents (Tebbakh, 2014). 
As a consequence to the precious benefits that we can 

get from the pre-processed data with the aid of Machine 

Learning, further automation for the sake of gaining 

insights from the data based on the pre-processed data in 

a very valuable area are required. Reference (Choi et al., 

2017), authors propose a chronological order approach to 

curate the relations between the topics of the data to 

enhance the information retrieval from the big data 

systems and this approach would ensure that data 

preserves and maintains its value over time. Also 

Reference (Caeiro-Rodrıguez et al., 2013), proposed 

AREA platform, which is a curation platform that can be 

used in the educational environments in order to 

encourage using technologies in the learning 

environments, where teachers can use it to develop their 

guidelines and lessons plans in order to share ideas and 

resources with their students. Such curation processes in 

the aforementioned areas would be further enhanced 

with implementing machine learning on real-time basis 

to enhance the whole approach and raise the reliability of 

the data with the further inquiries to be made in later 

stages by the big data end users in such domains, 

especially in the domains that include the old data 

Underwood et al. (2017). 

Disaster Automated Responses 

From another point of view, (Zhang et al., 2016; 

Scaramozzino et al., 2014) that the high values, high 

outcome and the diversity of the data types and 

distribution for the scientific data push toward data 

curation and because the scientific information agencies 

require a lot of maintenance operations for the scientific 

data it includes, a new trend of development and 

transformation appeared to meet the increasing demand 

for high computational and data-intensive environments. 

Developing enhanced and well-prepared management 

planning for the national scientific data is a basic 

requirement for revolutionizing the national technologies 

developed by the government, which requires a vast and 

high available infrastructure for the big data-intensive 

environments. And for the actions that should be decided 
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once the data ingestion starts (Sowe and Zettsu, 2013), 

then motivating the disaster response scientists taking 

part in the data curation process is another issue related 

to this field, as the disasters information would require 

actionable intelligence based on curated and consisted 

data on real-time bases. 

Streams Anomaly Detection 

Poonsirivong and Jittawiriyanukoon, (2017), state 

that Anomaly Detection in data streams is another 

data curation issue that would require advanced 

machine learning techniques in order to identify the 

data that do not conform to normal data behavior and 

identify it as an outlier, by the addition to recover data 

that has errors. This approach push data curation 

challenges to care about collecting the knowledge 

from the data and understanding the data attributes 

changing dynamically with the time, such attributes 

can include outliers that will prone the statistics 

datasets, on which, insights to be drawn in actionable 

intelligent way by machine learning different 

processes, in some moment, this would be handled by 

enhancing the error detection and recovery for the IoT 

generated streams, for instance, (Yang et al., 2017). 

Media Streams Curation 

Manual curation for the images being uploaded on 

social media is another challenge that requires data 

curation processing and in order to avoid failing in 

unprocessed/unnoticed images content, further machine 

learning approaches using Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNNs) and transfer learning is proposed by 

the authors (Tous et al., 2016), were they state that 

content curation in other terms with the aid of machine 

learning on real-time bases can be implemented by 

facilitating the mechanism of the generated content 

searching and discovering functionality for enhancing 

images quality being uploaded to the social media 

websites by using more than one CNN in consequence 

on the images streaming data. 

Feature Engineering 

As the most tackling part in the machine learning 

and deep learning projects is the feature listing and 

extraction that would require advanced techniques to 

be implemented in order go over such issue 

(Najafabadi et al., 2015; Bode et al., 2019), many 

approaches where followed through the literature in 

order to minimize the time required to handle such type 

of data curation on IoT streams and data in motion. 

Banerjee et al. (2018) conduct a very rich survey on 

people involved in IoT analytic application 

development in order to identify the analysis pain areas 

related to IoT analytic tasks, the survey analysis shows 

that, domain knowledge and technical knowledge are 

required at the maximum limit when it comes to feature 

listing, selection and reduction, authors continue in 

identifying the steps involved in IoT applications 

processing and analytic, finally they propose and test a 

feature recommendation architecture to tackle the IoT 

analytic related to feature engineering. 

Techniques 

Streams Curation Techniques 

Different techniques and methods were followed 

through the literature in order to prepare the data for 

learning and analytic further processing phases during 

the data creating and streaming stages and those methods 

vary depending on the phase and the purpose of the data 

ingestion stage, i.e., for example, some methods care 

about the data quality while others annotate the data with 

the learning goals to be achieved (Cavanillas et al., 

2016). In mining social media images and movies, 

available features extracted from the social curation lists 

using k-mean and bag-of-visual-words (representing 

BoW of text), can lead to valuable media content 

understanding and learning processes, such curation 

lists can be maintained on a weekly basis due to the 

heavy processing of the data at time required to 

handle such type of data curation on once and to 

enhance this processing and minimize the time needed 

to perform it, this would require data to be curated at 

the ingestion stage (i.e., creation time). Ishiguro et al. 

(2012), states three types of users in the social data 

curation process, the first type is Content Creators, 

who generate social media content, including text 

messages, images and videos, the second is Content 

Curators, who evaluate and collect posted social media 

content according to their, or the domain’s perspective 

and finally, Content Consumers who consume the 

creators social media content. Having the functional 

regressions for the variables that are created at some 

moment during the ingestion process (Miller et al., 

2017), would save the manual efforts done by the 

Content Curators and save time in this regards. 

When it comes to heavy streaming, more advanced 

curation techniques to be considered, (Fujisawa et al., 

2016), for example, do a video content curation for the 

cameras on real-time basis in order to create a video 

consisting of scenes from the different cameras located 

at different corners at each point of time for sport 

games is another challenging application for such data 

curation process, which can be conducted by training a 

machine learning model on the different images 

features, the game data and the camera different 

positions at each point of time, this would require 

dividing the videos into small segments that facilitate 
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the process of applying machine learning technique. 

Such learning process implemented by collecting the 

multiple video streams, which are in turn divided into 

small segments that are assigned metadata describing 

them as a curation process, followed by building a 

time-based estimation model to generate the automatic 

cameras switching hence curating the games’ video 

content by using the estimated right corner to capture 

the scenes at the right time based on machine learning 

and the curated streams. Implementing such advanced 

mechanism for streaming and preparing the data to 

take prompt decisions in switching the cameras, need 

more steps to taken into account and in this context 

Salarian et al. (2015), proposed mechanism that can 

handle the massive data amount processing at the fly 

including the data streaming, the data cleaning and the 

needed data operations to prepare it for the next 

processing stages and grips mobility context processing 

based (Apache Hadoop) cloud environment and 

MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2004). 

Machine Learning Techniques 

Introducing the Massive Online Analysis (MOA) to 

many of the nowadays streaming applications raises the 

need for different methodologies and techniques to be 

followed in order to handle the Machine Learning on 

real-time basis (Bifet et al., 2018). Miller et al. (2017), 

lists different studies and opinions about using 

advanced machine learning techniques in data curation, 

starting with the Second-Order Autoregressive time-

series modeling (Adhikari and Agrawal, 2013), for 

Predictive Analytic combined with the Functional Data 

Analysis that can capture the phenomena that evolves 

over the time, e.g. using two input and output functions 

to describe the rate of schange in the output function 

using Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) 

(Kolokolnikov, 2003). Functional regressions (Greven 

and Scheipl, 2017), can be used when measuring the 

covariates variables influences in responses to other 

variables in the case of the variables are functional 

variables. Finally, Principle Differential Analysis 

(Ramsay, 2006) to detect the cases when describing the 

change in the output functions using ODE. Random 

Forest Learning Algorithm, which can be considered 

the fastest and the most suitable algorithm for learning 

on a real-time basis is considered by the authors in 

(Fujisawa et al., 2016). 

Feature Engineering 

Supervised Machine algorithms require labeled data 

set, but when it comes for data on streams curation in 

terms of features extraction and selection as a pre-

processing step for the automated machine learning, 

unsupervised machine learning techniques show better 

results in improving the classification process for the 

time series data. Bode et al. (2019) shows a detailed 

comparison for the accuracies gained for some selective 

unsupervised machine learning techniques in regards to 

unsupervised feature extraction and clustering against 

the normal supervised approaches for the statistical 

feature selection Fig. 3. 

Li et al. (2017; Alnuaimi et al., 2019) State a 

valuable surveys studies on the feature selection 

different algorithms that can be used with different 

types of data Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Accuracy of clustering algorithms using unsupervised extracted features. Graph taken from (Bode et al., 2019) 
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Fig. 4: Feature selection algorithms from the data perspective. Graph taken from (Li et al., 2017) 

 

Applications 

Business and Retail 

The tangible impact of data curation on the business 

and retail world is noticeable through the direct positive 

effect it exhibits on an enterprises’ return on investment 

and, ultimately, its generated revenues. The introduction 

of data curation into the business domain largely 

contributes to the delivery of higher quality information 

concerning a customers’ interaction with any of the 

offered goods and services and is hence an asset to 

businesses as it helps ensure the success of its’ 

objectives (Abe, 2014). Abe (2012) highlights the impact 

of the implementation of a proper data curation strategy 

on the success of marketing promotion. Multiple 

marketing approaches, such as digital marketing, viral 

marketing and salespeople, are deployed to guarantee the 

success of a promotion. Another hidden and often 

unstudied factor is the influential customers who are able 

to affect other customers decisions and hence present a 

marketing opportunity to further increase uptake, as 

more information concerning customers adoption of 

offered goods and services is obtained. Data regarding 

such influences is often difficult to obtain, hence creating 

a gap in any performed analytic, therefore, an abduction 

strategy in conjunction with data curation is proposed by 

the author to determine any gaps in the available data 

and further improve the accuracy of marketing analytic 

by improving data quality. 

An important big data application in the business 

world is the analysis of event logs, which helps optimize 

business strategies as more accurate insights into the 

business processes are obtained. Often, event logs are 

analyzed by third-party business analysts, hence the 

obstacles of data privacy and the existence of differing 

event log formats at different enterprises are 

encountered. Furthermore, business analysts rarely have 

previous programming experience and hence present yet 

another obstacle. Kudo et al. (2016) as a result 

introduces a privacy-preserving curation scheme, 

achieved through the use of machine learning, that 

allows third-party business analysts with little 

programming experience to perform analytic on event 

logs from different enterprises while ensuring that 

confidential data is not disclosed. 

Culture and Arts Preservation 

The presearvation of local cultural heritage is 

beneficial for upcoming generations and can be achieved 

by the exploitation of artifacts found at local museums as 

well as any local cultural activities. Access to big data 

nowadays presents numerous opportunities for the 

protection and preservation of local culture, as huge 

volumes of information become more readily available 

for use. As a result, sources of knowledge regarding 

culture are no longer restricted to historical objects found 

at local museums or local events, but also includes social 

media user-generated content. Yoshioka and Iida (2016) 

demonstrates the role of data curation in the 

preservation of local culture, by developing a platform 

for the curation of local music. Cui et al. (2013) 

proposes the use of data curation tools to combine 

tourism and culture data from various sources, 

including local museums and web sources such as 

blogs and local tourism portals for the purpose of 

cultural preservation, by making the curated data 

available on the web through an “online museum”. 

Thus, the value of data curation in the process of local 
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culture and art preservation is found in its ability to 

enhance the results of machine learning technologies 

implemented for the purpose of promoting tourism 

experiences online. Hence, enhancing the quality of 

data helps ensure the enrichment and preservation of 

knowledge of local cultural heritage. 

Health and Medicine 

Quality of data is a crucial factor to the accuracy of 

analytic; Any depreciation in data quality renders it 

useless as it negatively impacts any conducted analysis. 

This issue is particularly important in the healthcare 

sector, as important decisions are based on data analytic. 

Pezoulas et al. (2019), which proposes a data curation 

framework consisting of three layers; data evaluation 

module, data quality control module and the data 

standardization module, ensures a curated dataset of high 

quality as an output. The introduced framework is 

particularly useful in the medical industry and can be 

easily integrated with big data platforms deployed by 

health care institutions, to ensure the continual 

assessment of the quality of electronic medical and 

health records. Hence, it’s important to ensure the 

availability of curated datasets in the healthcare industry, 

which is currently driving research regarding the creation 

of platforms specifically designed for the curation of 

healthcare data (Landis et al., 2015; Wollatz et al., 2018; 

Sultanum et al., 2018). 

Progress in machine learning yields advances in big 

data analytic; furthermore, higher levels of prediction and 

classification accuracy are obtained as the volume of 

available data increases. The successful deployment of 

machine learning systems, therefore, requires large data 

volumes and computational resources, which are often not 

readily available for individual use. Dao et al. (2018) 

hence, introduce the DATABRIGHT data curation 

platform for machine learning. The platform transforms 

traditional crowd-sourcing, which lacks proper control of 

data quality and diversity, into data contribution by 

offering “data shares” to individuals who contribute data 

to the platform, hence creating a repository of curated 

data, exhibiting quality and diversity that is suited for 

machine learning activities. Successful applications of the 

platform include the use of curated microscopy cellular 

tissue images for the building of a drug discovery 

prediction model. This is due to the peer-review 

introduced by the DATABRIGHT platform which 

supports the peer-review of domain experts, ensuring the 

quality of any curated data and improving the accuracy 

of predictive models, than when used on already existing 

data sets. Another example on the effect of data curation 

on machine learning processes in the healthcare industry is 

presented by (Kotsampasakou et al., 2017), which 

demonstrate how the use of a curated dataset improves the 

accuracy of a drug-induced liver injury prediction model, 

due to the enhanced quality of curated datasets compared 

to other un-curated sets, which in turn reflects itself on the 

accuracy of the employed machine learning model. 

Social Media 

The vast amounts of information present on social 

networking sites present various opportunities in the area 

of big data analytic as valuable knowledge can be 

extracted from this data. Data curation in the area of 

social media revolves around the compilation of social 

media content, including text, images and videos. The 

adoption of social media as a regular part of the lives of 

millions of people around the world has led to the 

empowerment of consumers in the market place as their 

communication and decision-making processes 

continue to be influenced by social media daily. 

Consumers can continually assess what products suit 

their needs by leveraging their access to massive 

amounts of information available through social 

networks, as well as which advertisements to adopt or 

avoid. The aforementioned consequences along with 

consumers ability to generate user-content empower 

them further as they are able to influence the opinions 

of their peers (Rafailidis et al., 2014). Tous et al. 

(2016) demonstrate the use of data curation in the 

social networking world for business applications, by 

proposing the use of deep convolutional neural 

networks for the curation and filtering of user-

generated content on social networking sites, for the aid 

of digital marketing, by introducing the identification 

of a brand’s visual identity in SNS user-generated 

content. The introduction of machine learning into the 

curation process increases the size of the resulting 

dataset, enhances the quality of the data and enables the 

discovery of UGC in near real-time. 

Ishiguro et al. (2012) employ data curation in the area 

of social media as a source of information for the 

automatic data mining of image content found on social 

media. The paper studies the prediction of image and 

video content view count and demonstrates the 

improvement introduced in the model’s achieved accuracy 

through the use of a curated dataset. Ishiguro et al. (2012) 

introduce the CrisisTracker system which utilizes Twitter 

user’s activity for awareness reports creation during 

disasters, with the use of data curation. Access to areas 

affected by disasters is often difficult hence it’s necessary 

to employ alternate communication mechanisms 

(Rogstadius et al., 2013). It is common that individuals 

residing in areas afflicted by disaster often use Social 

Networking Sites to share information about their own or 

their surrounding conditions, in various forms, including 

text, images and videos. Hence, the exploitation of such 

information presents great value and offers support to 

the afflicted communities when used for the purpose of 
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awareness reports creation. CrisisTracker, therefore, is 

designed to combine data curated from the Twitter 

platform with automated data collection and real-time 

text clustering to provide a real-time overview of the 

content generated on Twitter by individuals during 

disasters. Hence, the use of curated social media data 

with a machine learning technique, namely clustering 

in this case, guarantees the improvement of achieved 

scalability and accuracy and most importantly, offering 

support to people afflicted by disasters. 

Wireless Sensor Networks 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) generate vast 

amounts of sensor data, which present a challenge to 

the traditional analytical capabilities, techniques and 

tools. IoT sensor datasets are complex and are often 

characterized by their huge volume, availability under 

different structured and unstructured formats and high 

rate of change, as well as their unreliable quality, 

which is highly affected by the used wireless 

communication technology, signal processing and 

sensors. As a result, the introduction of data curation 

into the deployment of WSN in IoT is essential to any 

industrial and scientific applications benefiting from 

the technologies (Yasumoto et al., 2016). As 

demonstrated by (Yang et al., 2017) the use of curated 

WSN streamed datasets in prediction models improves 

the obtained model accuracy as it positively impacts 

the quality of the dataset. The efficiency of the 

curation process is enhanced through the introduction of 

data analytic for feedback generation, to be implemented 

in combination with any data filtering processes. 

Furthermore, the proposed curation scheme is not only 

restricted to the improvement of the collected dataset, 

but is optimized to generate and send feedback to the 

wireless sensors used in the network to update their 

locations ensuring that the strength of the network is 

maintained, hence improving the quality of data prior to 

its’ generation and collection. 

Natural Language Processing 

Natural Language Processing Algorithms nowadays 

are becoming more popular and valuable in textual data 

processing and data curation combined with this sort of 

algorithms may yield valuable insights for the data 

being on the motion. Miyamoto et al. (2017), introduce 

a system for enhancing Question-Answering 

automation based on NLP and data curation that is 

intended for detecting the language, validating the 

desired pairs of the questions and answers based on 

predefined patterned-based topic segmentation for 

enhanced next levels of data processing. 

And when it comes to the journalists reviewing the 

history work, Fulda et al. (2016) introduce a data curation 

techniques that can help in accelerating the authoring for 

the time-based events from unstructured data in minutes 

and rule out unsuitable data parts in seconds by the 

authors, in addition, it visualizes those events form the 

unstructured data to help to compare and browsing this 

type of data simultaneously. This would require different 

techniques that consider the tense of the governing verb 

to determine whether the temporal expressions refer to 

the future or the past and it determines if a four-digit 

number refers to a year depending on the context using 

different tools and techniques. 

Automated Feature Engineering 

Applications proposed to automate the process of 

feature extraction and selection are vary depending on 

the purposes and its role in ML pipelines, for instance, 

(Kanter and Veeramachaneni, 2015) propose an 

algorithm for deep features construction named 

FeatureTools for relational data. TPOT is another open 

source platform for automated features engineering 

including construction and selection for the features 

(Olson et al., 2016a; 2016b), (Gijsbers et al., 2019). 

Balaji and Allen, (2019) states a bench-marking 

methodology for different automated machine learning 

open source platforms including TPOT. 

Comparative Study 

In this work, the identified and surveyed different 

issues and challenges among different areas including 

the IoT and Media Streams Curation and Anomaly 

Detection, Automating Decision Making and Disaster 

Actionable Responses Analytic and Automated Feature 

Engineering can be found in Table 1. In Table 2, a 

comparative study for the most common techniques and 

methods followed through the different applied 

implementations through the literature including 

Streams Curation, the Machine Learning Different 

Algorithms used in such implementations and the 

Feature Engineering different techniques that can be 

considered as curation pre-processing paradigm for 

data streams analytic. The number of challenges 

distribution among the suitable applications as a 

comprehensive content for the comparative study can 

be found in Fig. 5. Table 3, highlights the different 

application areas were data curation concept plays a 

critical role among Business, Retails, Culture, Arts, 

Health, Medicine, Social Media, Wireless Sensor 

Networks, Natural Language Processing and 

Automated Feature Engineering (FE), also it provide 

more details about the application and what are the 

main concepts and features for each one that leads to 

facilitate the selection of the suitable application based 

on the recommended features that are required.
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Fig. 5: The number of challenges distribution among the suitable applications. 
 
Table 1: Most highlighted challenges (Issues) to data streams curation and pre-processing 

Field Challenges References 

IoT Data and 1. Structured and unstructured physical IoT devices (Minimizing Volume, Enhancing Cavanillas et al. (2016; 

StreamsCuration Quality and Fast Retrievals) (Cavanillas et al., 2016) Yasumoto et al., 2016;  
 2. Distributed IoT Flows (Unification, Real-Time Scalable Flows Processing Poonsirivong and  

 and Networking and Intelligent Flows Compilation) (Yasumoto et al., 2016) Jittawiriyanukoon, 2017; 

 3. Data streams anomaly detection and error recovery for data on streams  Tous et al., 2016). 
 (Cavanillas et al., 2016; Poonsirivong and Jittawiriyanukoon, 2017).  

 4. Manual curation for the images being uploaded on social media, automated  

 images content curation and generated content discovery on a real-time basis using  
 CNN and transfer learning (Tous et al., 2016)  

Automating 1. Enhancing data reliability, cleaning, suggestion, selection and goal interpretation using Yasumoto et al. (2016; 

Decision Making Machine Learning (Miller et al., 2017; Fujisawa et al., 2016; Underwood et al., 2017). Miller et al., 2017; 
and Disaster 2. Drawing theories and knowledge from data-on-motion using predictive analytics Fujisawa et al., 2016;  

Automated (Yasumoto et al., 2016) or wiki technology (Tebbakh, 2014)  Tebbakh, 2014; 

Responses 3. Enhancing information retrieval and data reliability from historical data using Machine Choi et al., 2017; 

 Learning (Choi et al., 2017; Caeiro-Rodrıguez et al., 2013; Underwood et al., 2017). Caeiro-Rodrıguez et al.,  

 4. Maintain the scientific data to guarantee high values, outcome and diversity (Zhang et al., 2013; Underwood et al.,  

 2016; Scaramozzino et al., 2014). 2017; Zhang et al., 2016; 
 5. Actionable intelligence based on curated and consisted of data on real-time bases for Scaramozzino et al., 2014; 

 disaster automated responses. (Sowe and Zettsu, 2013) Sowe and Zettsu, 2013) 

IoT Data and 1. Minimizing the time of features listing, extraction, selection and reduction using machine Najafabadi et al. (2015; 
Streams learning and deep learning (Najafabadi et al., 2015; Bode et al., 2019; Banerjee et al.,  Bode et al., 2019; 

Engineering 2018) Banerjee et al., 2018). 

 
Table 2: Top applied areas and the most suitable techniques (methods) for each one. 

Field Techniques References 

IoT Data and Streams 1. Social Media and Images: K-Mean and BOW (Ishiguro et al., 2012). Ishiguro et al. (2012; 

Curation 2.Content Manual Curation: Variables Functional Regressions (Miller et al., 2017). Miller et al., 2017; 
 3.Video Streaming: Dividing video content and assign Meta-data to feed Time-based Fujisawa et al., 2016; 

 estimation model in real time (Fujisawa et al., 2016). Salarian et al., 2015) 

 4. Massive Mobility Context Processing at run time (Salarian et al., 2015) 
IoT Data and Streams 1. Massive Online Analysis (MOA) (Kolokolnikov, 2003). Miller et al. (2017; 

Machine Learning 2. Phenomena that evolve over time: Second-Order Autoregressive Time-Series Modeling, Fujisawa et al., 2016; 

 Functional Data analysis and Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) (Miller et al., 2017; Bode et al., 2019; 

 Theodore, 2003). Adhikari and Agrawal, 

 3. Covariates Variables Influences to others in case functional variables are represented 2013; Kolokolnikov,  

 (Miller et al., 2017; Ramsay, 2006). 2003; Ramsay, 2006; 
 4. Detect cases when describing change: Principle Differential Analysis using ODE Li et al., 2017) 

 (Miller et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017). 

 5. Real-Time Learning: Random Forest Learning Algorithm (Fujisawa et al., 2016). 
 6. Classification process for time series data: Unsupervised learning (Bode et al., 2019). 

IoT Data and Streams 1. Feature extraction using unsupervised learning (Bode et al., 2019). Bode et al. (2019; 

Feature Engineering 2. Feature streams and data streams FE (Alnuaimi et al., 2019; Abe, 2014). Alnuaimi et al., 2019; 
 3. Heterogeneous data, Multi-source data and linked data (Alnuaimi et al., 2019; Abe, 2014). Abe, 2014). 

 4. Conventional Data: Flat features and structured features (Alnuaimi et al., 2019; Abe, 2014). 
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Table 3: Most highlighted applications on data curation 

Application type Brief Desc. References 

Business and Retail 1.Delivery of higher quality information concerning a customers’ interaction with any of the Abe (2014; 2012;  

 offered goods and services (Abe, 2014).  Kudo et al., 2016) 
 2.The success of a marketing promotion (Abe, 2012).  

 3.Privacy-Preserving confidential scheme for event logs analysis (Kudo et al., 2016). Yoshioka and Iida (2016; 

Culture and Arts 1. Local music curation (Yoshioka and Iida, 2016). Cui et al., 2013)  
Preservation 2. Combine tourism and culture from different sources (Cui et al., 2013)   

Health and Medicine 1. Ensure the continual assessment of the quality of electronic medical and health records Pezoulas et al. (2019; 

 (Pezoulas et al., 2019). Landis et al., 2015; 
 2. Healthcare data curation (Landis et al., 2015; Wollatz et al., 2018; sultanum et al., 2018). Wollatz et al., 2018; 

 3. Machine Learning for the use of microscopy cellular tissue images for building of a Sultanum et al., 2018; 
 drug discovery prediction model – DATABRIGHT (Dao et al., 2018). Dao et al., 2018;  

 4. The effect of data curation on machine learning processes in the healthcare industry, Kotsampasakou et al.,  

 and improving accuracy (Kotsampasakou et al., 2017). 2017). 
Social Media 1. The empowerment of consumers in the market place as their communication and Rafailidis et al. (2014; 

 decision-making processes continue to be influenced by social media daily Kolokolnikov, 2003; 

 (Rafailidis et al., 2014). Ishiguro et al., 2012; 
 2. The use of data curation in the social networking world for business applications, by Rogstadius et al., 2013; 

 proposing the use of deep CNN for the curation and filtering of user-generated content on Reymondet et al.,  

 social networking sites (Kolokolnikov, 2003). 2016) 
 3. Data curation in the area of social media as a source of information for the automatic 

 data mining of image content found on social media (Ishiguro et al., 2012). 

 4. The CrisisTracker system which utilizes Twitter user’s activity for awareness reports 
 creation during disasters, with the use of data curation (Ishiguro et al., 2012). 

Wireless Sensor 1. The introduction of data curation into the deployment of WSN in IoT is essential to any  Yasumoto et al. (2016;  

Networks industrial and scientific applications benefiting from the technologies (Yasumoto et al., 2016). Yang et al., 2017). 
 2. The use of curated streamed datasets in prediction models improve the obtained 

 model accuracy as it positively impacts the quality of the dataset (Yang et al., 2017). 

Natural Language 1.Question Answering System based on NLP (Reymonde et al., 2016). Reymonde et al. (2016; 
Processing 2. Journalist reviewing the history textual content and accelerating the authoring process Fulda et al., 2016) 

 for time-based events (Fulda et al., 2016). 

Automated Feature 1. Algorithm for deep features construction for relational datasets (FeatureTools) Kante and 
 (Kanter and Veeramachaneni, 2015),  Veeramachaneni. (2015; 

Engineering 2. TPOT open source platform for automated FE including construction and selection, Olson et al., 2016a; 

 (Olson et al., 2016a; 2016b; Gijsbers et al., 2019). 2016b; Gijsbers et al., 
 3. Bench-Marking for different automated machine learning tools including TPOT 2019; Balaji and 

 (Balaji and Allen, 2019). Allen, 2019) 

 

Conclusion 

Our paper shows that the data curation concept 

plays a critical role in enhancing the today’s working 

data systems and the key points to consider upon 

employing such role are the valuable benefits that fit 

the Data-on-Motion and Machine Learning 

characteristics on Real-Time basis. However, existing 

challenges that need collaboration and further proposals 

to be solved in order to enhance the future processes 

related to automating the analytic and machine learning 

different schemes. Our comparative study investigates 

the existing aspects related to data curation processes in 

term of the different issues and challenges, the used 

techniques and methods and finally the applied areas it 

employed in. This paper aims to aid the researchers in 

related fields to advance their research toward having 

curated data-driven advancements, as it highlights the 

most important and common recent literature 

references related to such research fields. 
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